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About the Book

In this groundbreaking book, financial expert Deshundra Jefferson exposes
the systemic racism that has kept Black people in poverty for generations.
She offers practical solutions for healing our money story and building
wealth.
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Jefferson argues that the key to financial freedom for Black people lies in
understanding the historical and cultural factors that have shaped our
relationship with money. She explores the impact of slavery, Jim Crow, and
mass incarceration on Black wealth accumulation. She also challenges the
myths and stereotypes that have been used to justify economic inequality.

Jefferson offers a roadmap for healing our money story and building
wealth. She provides practical advice on budgeting, saving, investing, and
starting a business. She also emphasizes the importance of financial
literacy and community building.

Why Black People Don't Have Money is a must-read for anyone who wants
to understand the racial wealth gap and take steps to close it.

About the Author

Deshundra Jefferson is a financial expert and the founder of The Jefferson
Institute for Financial Empowerment. She is a nationally recognized
speaker and author on financial literacy and racial wealth inequality.
Jefferson has been featured in The New York Times, The Washington Post,
and on NPR.

Reviews

"Deshundra Jefferson has written a powerful and important book that
exposes the systemic racism that has kept Black people in poverty for
generations. She offers practical solutions for healing our money story and
building wealth. This book is a must-read for anyone who wants to
understand the racial wealth gap and take steps to close it." - Michelle
Singletary, personal finance columnist, The Washington Post



"Why Black People Don't Have Money is a groundbreaking book that
challenges the myths and stereotypes that have been used to justify
economic inequality. Jefferson offers a clear and concise roadmap for
healing our money story and building wealth. This book is essential reading
for anyone who wants to create a more just and equitable economy." -
Robert Reich, former U.S. Secretary of Labor
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